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We use techniques of J.P. May to construct classifying spaces for fibrations in the category 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to prove classification theorems for fibrations in 
several categories of inverse systems. We consider fibrations in Top N, the category 
of towers (inverse sequences) of spaces and levelwise maps, fibrations in pro-Top, 
cf. [1], restricted to towers, and shape fibrations. These categories and classes of 
fibrations are further described in the next three sections. In particular, we shall 
prove the following classification results: 
Theorem A. Classification of fibrations in Top N. Let F be a fibrant, path- 
connected tower of  spaces of the homotopy type of path-connected CW-complexes. 
Then there is a universal fibration with fiber F, PF : EF~BF for fibrations with 
fiber F in TopN: that is, for each tower B of spaces of the homotopy type of CW- 
complexes, every fibration with fiber F over B is a pullback of PF, inducing a bijec- 
tion between the set of equivalence classes of fibrations with fiber F over B and 
Ho(Top N)(B, BF). 
Theorem B. Classification of fibrations in pro-Top. Let F be a fibrant 
path-connected tower of spaces of the homotopy type of path-connected CW- 
complexes. Then there is a natural bijection between the s t of pro-equivalence 
classes of pro-fibrations over B with fiber pro-homotopy equivalent o F, and 
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colim ~ ,{Ho(pro-Top)(B, BF'))}. Here BF" is the classifying space of  Theorem A, 
and F' ranges over fibrant towers pro-equivalent to F. 
Precise statements appear in (10.1). 
It appears difficult to construct a single classifying space for pro-fibrations for 
several reasons. First, colimits in pro-Top do not exist in general. See, e.g., Artin 
and Mazur [1, Appendix]. Secondly, there exist non-trivial pro-fibrations with pro- 
trivial fibres [5, Ch. 5]. See (4.3), below. Therefore a classifying space for fibrations 
with such fibres would be extremely complex, for it would have trivial pro- 
homotopy groups (as an elementary consequence of the Dold theorem (4.2) in pro- 
homotopy), but fail to be pro-contractible. 
Theorem C. Partial classification of shape fibrations. Let B and F be compact 
metric spaces with F strong shape path-connected. Represent B and P as limits of 
towers o f  compact ANR's B and {Fn}, respectively. Replace {Fn} by a (path- 
connected fibrant tower F of  spaces o f  the homotopy type of  path-connected CW- 
complexes. Then the set of  shape fibrations over B with fibre shape equivalent to 
P maps injectively to colim~,{Ho(pro-Top)(B, BF')}, as in Theorem B. 
We do not know how to extend this result to a complete classification theorem 
for shape fibrations. In particular, every shape fibration is the inverse limit of a 
sequence of fibrations of compact spaces; this provides one obstruction to complete 
classification. 
We adapt techniques of J.P. May [12] to construct classifying spaces for fibra- 
tions in Top N in Sections 4-8. Cofinality arguments then yield classifying spaces 
for fibrations in pro-Top. These yield partial classifying spaces for shape fibrations, 
in view of the following criterion of S. Mardegi6 and T.B. Rushing: 
(1.1) Definition [10]. A levelwise map {pi:Ei-~Bi} is said to have the homotopy 
lifting property (HLP) if for each n there is an m _> n, such that for any commutative 
solid-arrow diagram 
XxO 
~J  
X×I  
h 
~E m ~E n 
H ~ Bm ~ Bn 
the indicated filler exists. 
(1.2) Theorem (Marde~i6 and Rushing [10]). A (continuous) map p : E--,B of  com- 
pact metric spaces is a shape fibration if  and only i f  for each representation of B 
as the inverse limit of  a tower {Bi} of  compact ANR's, there is a similar represen- 
tation {Ei} of  E, and a levelwise map {Pi: E i~Bi} with the HLP. 
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In particular, the inverse limit of a sequence of Hurewicz fibrations of compact 
ANR's is a shape fibration. However, in general, we cannot require that each map 
Pi" Ei ~B i be a Hurewicz fibration without violating the requirement of compact- 
ness. Thus shape fibrations are a natural geometric analog of pro-fibrations. 
This paper is organized as follows• 
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2. Top N and pro-Top 
We review the definitions of Top 'v , and pro-Top (restricted to towers), and the 
relevant part of their homotopy theory, generally following [5]. In particular, we 
describe fibrations in these settings. 
Let Top denote the usual topological category. 
Let Top N be the category whose objects are towers 
(2.1) X 0 <--X 1 ~--X 2 ~--••- 
o f  spaces and maps in Top. We shall sometimes imply write {Xn} or X for a 
tower (2.1); we refer to the maps in (2.1), or their composites, as bonding maps. 
Morphisms in Top N are towers of maps in Top which commute with bonding 
maps: 
(2.2) 
Xn+l 
bond 
' Yn+l 
bond 
'Yn 
1 
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We shall denote such maps by f ,{f~}, or {fn :Xn ~ Yn}, depending on the 
context. 
We shall write pro-Top for the cateory of towers (objects in Top N) and 'pro- 
maps', cf. [1]. Every 'pro-map' f:{Xn}-~{Yn} can be represented by a non- 
decreasing function n ~ re(n), and a family of maps fn : Xmtn) -' Yn which make the 
following diagrams commute. 
Sm(n+ l) ~ Yn+ l 
f. 
Xm(n) ~ Yn 
In particular, a tower {An} and any cofinal subtower {Xm~,0} are canonically 
isomorphic via a map {An } ~ {Xm~n)}. 
A given map f :  {Xn}~{Yn} in pro-Top may have many representations in 
the form (2.3). In particular suppose that f is represented by n~m(n) and 
{fn:Xm~n)--* Y,}. Let n~.m'(n) be an unbounded, non-decreasing function with 
m'(n)>_m(n). Then f is also represented by n~m'(n) and {fn°bond:Xm,~m~ 
Xm~n) ~ Y,}. This generates an equivalence r lation on diagrams (2.3); maps in pro- 
Top are equivalence classes of these diagrams. 
Any finite diagram without loops in pro-Top is pro-isomorphic to a diagram in 
TopU; we call this Artin-Mazur [1] reindexing. However, infinite diagrams cannot 
generally be reindexed. For example, colimits of sequences in pro-Top do not 
usually exist, whereas colimits in Top N can be defined levelwise. 
By construction there are functors 
Top ~ Top N--* pro-Top. 
The first, the constant-object functor, maps each space X to the tower 
{x,!d X ,  id ...}. The second functor is the identity on objects. We shall some- 
times call a tower {*,--* ~-.-} a one-point system, etc. 
We now consider the homotopy theory of towers, beginning with Top N. Two 
maps f,g" X~ Y of towers are homotopic if there is a homotopy 
H:X×I -~ Y 
with HI X × 0 =f  and HI X × 1 = g, where products are defined level-wise. 
In practice (cf. [5]), one frequently encounters maps which are homotopy equi- 
valences on each level. Such maps are called weak equivalences. Weak and 'strong' 
homotopy equivalences are related as follows. Call a tower Yfibrant if each bond- 
ing map Y,, + 1 ~ Y,, is a Hurewicz fibration. For fibrant towers, the notions of weak 
and strong homotopy equivalence coincide. 
In general, [5, Ch. 3] one may use Quillen's [14] theory of closed model categories 
to invert weak equivalences in Top u, thereby obtaining Ho(TopN). The closed 
f,+l 
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model structure on Top u consists of three related classes of maps: cofibrations, 
fibrations, and weak equivalences. 
A map f :  X~ Y in Top N is called a cofibration if the map fn : X~ --" Y~ at each 
level is a cofibration. 
A map which both a cofibration and a weak equivalence is called a trivial 
co fibration. 
A map f :  X~ Y in Top N is called a (Hurewicz) f ibrat ion if given any com- 
mutative solid-arrow diagram (lifting problem) [14] 
(2.4) 
A ,X  
/"1 n/" / / / / /  
B ,Y  
in which j is a trivial cofibration, the indicated filler H exists. This condition is easily 
seen [5, Ch. 3] to be equivalent o the condition that f0 : X0 --' Y0 be a fibration in 
Top, and that for n_  0 the maps qn + 1 induced in the diagrams below be fibrations 
in Top. 
(2.5) 
X. f .  'Yn 
A tower X is fibrant if and only if the natural map X---,., with • a one-point 
system, is a fibration. It is easy to see from (2.5) that the fibers of a Hurewicz fibra- 
tion in Top N are fibrant. 
Any map {f ,  : X n ~ Y,} in Top N can be factored as a trivial cofibration followed 
by a fibration 
{Jn} 
(2.6) {Xn} , { (/"2 X)n } 
with the following F-construction 1.
{P.} ,{Y.} 
Let (F2X) 0 = Xo, Jo = id, and Po =fo. Now 
assume inductively that j ,  F2X, and p have been defined through level n. Form the 
commutative diagram 
I This somewhat strange notation is required because a functor F I , defined later, is frequently applied 
before F9. 
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(2.7) 
Xn+l 
\~Pu l lbac~ 
jn ° b°nd 
(Gx). 
p. 
Pn 
and factor the induced map qn+l as 
' Yn+z 
l bond 
t 
Jn+ 1 Pn+ 1 
(2.8) Xn+ 1 ' (F2X)n+ 1 ' Pullback, 
a trivial cofibration followed by a fibration in Top. Let p,, + 1" (F2X),, + 1 "Y,, + 1 be 
, t the composite map PnPn+l. Continue inductively to obtain the required 
factorizations. 
We now discuss fibers of fibrations in Top u. 
(2.9) Definition. Call a fibrant tower X (globally) path-connected if any map from 
the two-point ower { {0, 1 },1 } to X can be extended to a 'path' {[0, 1In} ~X.  There 
is no difference here between Top m and pro-Top. In general, a tower X is called 
path-connected if the equivalent fibrant tower F2X is path-connected. 
(2.10) Definition. Let p:E~B be a fibration in Top N, and let b= {b,,} CB be a 
one-point system. The fiber of p over B is the tower {p-1(bn) }. 
(2.11) Proposition. Let p 'E~B be a fibration in Top N with path-connected 
fibrant base B, and let b, bCB be one-poin, systems. Then the fibers of p over b 
and b" are ho'nr ~py equivalent. 
Proof. Mimic the usual proof for fibrations in Top. [] 
Thus, in many usr .tl cases, the fiber of a fibration in Top N is well-defined. 
Although fibrations in Top N are easily seen to be also towers of fibrations, the 
converse need not hold. However, one can replace a tower of fibrations in Top u 
by a 'global' fibration with equivalent fiber, as shown. 
(2.12) Proposition [5]. Let p :E~B be a tower of fibrations (in TopN). Then there 
& a commutative diagram 
J 
E ,E '  
B ,B  
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in which j is a trivial cofibration in Top N, p' is a fibration in Top N, and for any 
one-point system b in B, j induces a trivial cofibration j l :p- l (b)~p'- l (b) .  
Proof. Let E '= FEE, and let j be the trivial cofibration defined by the F-construc- 
tion. Then at each level n, j induces a commutative diagram of fibrations 
p~l(bn ) J,I ,-1 ' P,, (bn) 
ill 
p l I 
B n , B n 
in which Jn and Jn] are trivial cofibrations. [] 
We now turn to the closed model structure [14] on pro-Top [5, Ch. 3]. Fibrations, 
cofibrations, and weak equivalences in pro-Top are induced from those of Top N. 
A map p : YoB in pro-Top is called a fibration if each lifting problem 
(2.13) 
A ~Y 
p /-at.." 
J 
/ 
/ 
/ 
X ,B  
in pro-Top with j a trivial cofibration in Top N admits a filler H in pro-Top. 
Cofibrations in pro-Top are defined using similar lifting properties with respect o 
trivial fibrations in Top N. This implies that each fibration (resp., cofibration) in 
pro-Top is a retract in maps (pro-Top) of a fibration (resp., cofibration) in Top N. 
Similar properties hold for trivial fibrations and trivial cofibrations. Every weak 
equivalence in Top N becomes a weak equivalence in pro-Top; more generally weak 
equivalences in pro-Top are maps which can be factored as trivial cofibrations 
followed by trivial fibrations. Trivial fibrations (resp., cofibrations) in pro-Top are 
both fibrations (resp., cofibrations) and weak equivalences in pro-Top. These 
classes of maps are linked by the standard lifting property [14], see (2.13). In addi- 
tion, one has the following results used below to describe the fiber of a pro- 
fibration: 
(2.14) Proposition [5, Ch. 3]. Every fibration in pro-Top /s pro-&omorphic to a 
tower of fibrations (as a map in TopN). [] 
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(2.15) Proposition. Let p : E--,B be a fibration in pro-Top. Then there & a diagram 
in pro-Top 
J 
E ,E '  
B 
with j a trivial cofibration and p" a fibration in Top 'v. 
Proof. This follows from (2.11) and F-fication. [] 
Thus the fiber of a pro-fibration over a path-connected base is defined up to 
equivalence in Ho(pro-Top). In fact, this result also holds for fibrations in pro-Top 
over general path-connected bases, with a more involved argument using the closed 
model structure (see [5]). 
3. The strong shape category and shape fibrations 
We briefly describe the strong shape category [5], [4], [2] as a setting for shape 
fibrations, cf. [10]. 
Let CM denote the full subcategory of compact metric spaces in Top. An inclu- 
sion A--'X in CM is called a strong-shape equivalence if any map from A to a 
polyhedron can be extended to X, and if any two such extensions are homotopic 
relative to A [4]. The strong shape category ssh(CM) is the localisation of CM at 
strong shape equivalences [2]. Note that homotopy equivalences are strong shape 
equivalences, but not conversely. 
Strong shape theory and pro-homotopy are related as follows, cf. [5, Ch. 7]. 
Associate with each space X in CM a tower {Xn} of compact metric ANR's with 
inverse limit X. (For example, embed X as a Z-set in the Hilbert cube Q, and let 
{Xn} be a Q-manifold neighborhood basis of X.) Any two such towers are natu- 
rally equivalent in Ho(pro-Top). Then 
(3.1) ssh(CM)(X, r )= Ho(pro-Top)({X~}, { Yn}). 
As we stated in (1.2), Marde~i6 and Rushing [10] proved that a map in CM is a 
shape fibration if and only if it is the inverse limit of a tower of maps of compact 
ANR's with the HLP (1.1). We take this criterion as a definition of shape fibration. 
In addition, Marde~i6 and Rushing [10] proved that each map f :  E---,E" of shape 
fibrations over a given base space B can be realized as the inverse limit of a com- 
mutative diagram 
f~ 
(3.2) p,~x,~ / 'n  
Bn 
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of maps in Top N, where all spaces are compact ANR's, and the 'vertical maps' 
have the HLP [10], see also [7]. 
We now consider the fiber of a shape fibration. Let p : E ~B be a shape fibration, 
and let b C B. The fiber over b is just p-I(b). The Marde~i&Rushing characteriza- 
tion of shape fibrations, and the definition of strong shape implies the following. 
(3.3) Proposition [10]. Let p:E- - ,B be a shape fibration, represented as 
lim{pn : En~Bn}, the limit of a tower of maps of ANR's with the HLP (1.1). Let 
bCB be represented aslim{bn}, a one-point system in {Bn}. Then the strong shape 
ofp- l (b)  is p~l(bn). 
(3.4) Definition. A compact metric space X is called strong-shape-path-connected 
if X=lim{Xn}, a tower of compact metric ANR's, where {Xn} is path-connected 
in Top N. 
This definition is independent of the specific tower {Xn}. 
(3.5) Proposition (cf. [8], [9], [7]). Let p: E ~B be a shape fibration over a strong- 
shape-path-connected base. Then any two fibers of p have the same strong shape. 
Proof. This follows from Mardegi6 and Rushing [10], cf. (1.2) and (3.3). Details are 
omitted. [] 
(3.6) Remarks. Mardegi6 and Rushing [10], [11] constructed a shape fibration over 
a connected base with fibers of different shapes. Thus connectivity alone does not 
suffice for (3.5). 
(3.7) Definition [7]. Given a commutative diagram of compact metric spaces 
f 
E ,E '  
B 
we call f a strong-shape-equivalence over B if for all maps g : C- 'B,  f induces a 
strong-shape-equivalence g*f :g*E--* g*E'. 
Equivalences 'over B' in Top N and in pro-Top are defined analogously. 
(3.8) Proposition [7]. Let E and B be metric compacta and let p: E--,B be a shape 
fibration represented as lim{ Pn : En ~B~}. Then there is a commutative diagram 
Jl 
{F.} , {F~} 
J 
, 
\ /  
{Bn  
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in which j is a strong shape equivalence over {Bn} and the restriction of j, j], is a 
strong shape equivalence on the fibers. 
The proof is omitted. [] 
(3.9) Proposition [7]. Let p :E -*B  and p': E'--*B be shape fibrations and let 
f :  E~E '  be a map over B (all spaces compact metric). Then 
(a) Any two representations of  these maps in Top N of the form (3.2) are 
equivalent in Ho(pro-Top), and 
(b) f is a strong shape equivalence over B if and only if for any representation 
(3.2), the induced map F2{fn} :F2{En}~I'2{E'n} is an equivalence over B in 
Ho(pro-Top). [] 
These results reduce much of the classification of shape fibrations to that of pro- 
fibrations; see Section 11, below. 
4. Do ld  theorems 
We shall prove Dold theorems [3] for Top N, and for pro-Top. From now on we 
assume that all towers of spaces of the homotopy type of CW-complexes, and are 
path-connected, both globally and levelwise. The last hypothesis i not needed in the 
case of pro-Top, since any globally connected tower is pro-equivalent to a levelwise 
connected tower. 
(4.1) Dold Theorem for Top N. Let B={Bn} be a fibrant, path-connected 
tower of  spaces of  the homotopy type of CW-complexes. Let {Pn : En --*B.} and 
{P'n'E'~ B .}  be fibrations in Top N whose fibers are globally path-connected 
towers of spaces of  the homotopy type of path-connected CW-complexes. Let 
{fn: En~E'.} be a map over {B.} whose restriction to a fiber 
{f. l  : pn1(bn)--'p'.-l(b.)} 
(here {b.} C{Bn} is a one-point system) is an equivalence in Ho(TopU). Then 
f= {fn} is an equivalence in Ho(Top N) over {Bn}. 
Proof. We shall prove successively (1) that each fn is a weak homotopy 
equivalence, (2) that {fn} is an equivalence in Ho(TopN), and (3) that {fn} is an 
equivalence over {B n}. 
(1) Fix n. Form the diagram of long-exact sequences of fibrations 
1: 
' . k (F . )  ' . k (B . )  ' ' . k (E , )  
' ~k(E;) , ' uk (B . )  ' nk-1(F/ ) 
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where {Fn} and {F,~} are the fibers of {Pn} and {p,~}, respectively. The five- 
lemma implies that f,,. is an isomorphism; hence f,, is a weak homotopy equi- 
valence. 
(2) It is easy to check that E,, and E,~ are path-connected. By Stasheff's theorem 
[15], each total space E,, and E;, has the homotopy type of a CW-complex. Thus 
each fn is a homotopy equivalence, an {fn} is an equivalence in Ho(Top N) by 
definition. 
(3) Since {En} and {E,~ } are total spaces of fibrations over a fibrant base, they 
themselves are fibrant. Since all objects in Top N are cofibrant, {f,,} admits a 
homotopy inverse {gn : E'~ ~En}. Let {Hn : E~ x I - - 'E n } be a homotopy from 
{fn} o {gn} to the identity. Form the commutative solid-arrow diagram 
= gn 
{,.,.e;, x o} , {e; ,}  
[ " 
J, 
~ ~ Pn  
{E~xI} ,{E~} , { , .}  
(note that {p~} o {Hn IE~ ×0} = {p,]} o {fn} o {gn} : {Pn} o {g,}). Since the inclu- 
sion {j,,} is a cofibration and weak equivalence, the filler {Hn} exists. The map 
{H,, IE,~ × 1} is the required homotopy inverse to {fn} over {Bn} (easy check). The 
conclusion follows. [] 
The Dold-theorem for pro-Top requires the additional hypothesis that the homo- 
topy dimensions of each B,,, F,,, and F,~ are uniformly bounded. This is a conse- 
quence of the failure of a general 'infinite-dimensional' Whitehead Theorem in pro- 
Top [5, Ch. 5], see (4.3) below. 
(4.2) Dold Theorem for pro-Top. Let B be a fibrant path-connected tower of  spaces 
of  the homotopy type of  CW-complexes of  bounded imension. Let p : E ~B and 
p' : E' ~ B be fibrations in pro-Top whose fibers are path-connected towers of  spaces 
of the homotopy type of  CW-complexes of  bounded imension. Let f :  E ~E '  be a 
map over B whose restriction to a fiber is an equivalence in Ho(pro-Top). Then f 
is an equivalence in Ho(pro-Top) over B. 
Proof (sketched). Follow the same steps as in the Proof of Theorem (4.1), except 
that the first step requires the Whitehead theorem in pro-Top (cf. [5]). It is this 
Whitehead theorem which requires finite-dimensionality. [] 
(4.3) Example [5, Ch. 5]. Edwards and Hastings construct a fibration p : E---,B in 
Top N whose fiber F is trivial in Ho(pro-Top), but which is not an equivalence 
there. The constructions uses certain maps of Moore spaces defined by Adams [17]. 
This construction yields a commutative diagram of fibrations (even fibration ~ ir 
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Top N) 
F 
1 
E pl 
B 
,B  
P 
)B 
for which the fibers F and a one-point system • are pro-homotopy equivalent, but 
whose total spaces E and B are not even pro-homotopy equivalent. 
5. Categories of fibers 
We base our classification of fibrations in Top m on the methods of May [12]. 
Before developing our own variant of his methods it seems appropriate here to 
briefly summarize his philosophy, although for a full and elegant treatment the 
reader is referred to his memoir. 
Stasheff [15] first proved a classification theorem for fibrations. Although con- 
cise, Stasheff's paper does not readily admit generalization; the constructions are 
specialized and the structural components not emphasized. 
May, on the other hand, makes the following observations. 
(1) Given a 'prototype' fiber F, the homotopy self-equivalences of F (under 
suitable assumptions) form a grouplike topological monoid .~/. Here, grouplike 
refers to the property that multiplication is a homotopy equivalence. The monoid 
plays the same role in classifying fibrations as the group of a bundle plays in the 
classification of bundles. 
(2) By analogy with the use of constructions of the form 
P ×A F~P/A  
as universal bundles, there are 'two-sided' homotopy-theoretic bar constructions, 
B(.~, ,•, F )  ~B(.~, ~¢, .) 
which serve as universal (quasi) fibrations where the monoid .# plays the role of the 
group A. Here, P and .O ~ refer to principle bundles and fibrations, while B( , , ) 
denotes the two-sided bar construction. 
(3) When ~ is, in fact, a topological group, the two types of constructions agree 
in a suitable sense, so that the bar-construction approach serves to simultaneously 
classify all reasonable forms of fiber spaces. 
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Moreover, May's approach is sufficiently general to give, for example, classifying 
spaces for equivariant fibrations [16], and to result in classifying spaces for bundles 
and fibrations with special structure. 
We define categories of fibers in Top N, following the spirit of May [12]. 
A category of fibers (,NF) is a pair consisting of an object F in Top N an a sub- 
category .Y of Top N such that 
(1) Feob j  J ;  and 
(2) obj .Y is closed under formation of products with one-point systems. 
An .~--space in Top N is a map n : E->B in Top N such that for any single-point 
system b C B, n -  l (b) ~ obj J .  
An ,~--map between two ,~-spaces i a commutative square 
F 
D ,E  
I 1 
A ,B  
in Top N such that the restriction of F to a map F[ 7r-l(a)'zt-l(a)-~dp-l(f(a)) is in 
, f  for all single-point systems aCA.  
Similarly, an .Y-homotopy is given by an ,~--map of the form 
DxI  
nxid[ 
Ax I  
,E  
>B 
Following [12], we define the (.~F)-covering homotopy property (.Jr-CHP) and 
(./; F)-fibrations. Certain of these fibrations will be related to ordinary fibrations 
in the next section, and used to construct classifying spaces below. An ( ,~F)-  
fibration in Top N is an (NF)-space n : E- ,B  which satisfies the S-CHP: given any 
commutative diagram in which the vertical maps define 5r-spaces, and all other 
maps except for h define J -maps, then a filler H exists for which (H, h) is an .~--map 
(5.1) 
H 
D×I  . . . . . . . .  ,.E 
A X I ~  
AxO 
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An J-space over B is an J-space n:E~B,  and an J -map over B is a com- 
mutative diagram 
E ~E' 
B 
which specifies an J -map of J-spaces. Homotopies of J -maps over B are defined 
similarly. 
6. Relating J-fibrations to Hurewiez fibrations 
We describe a class of J-f ibrations in Top m, and use the F-construction in Top N 
to relate these J-f ibrations to ordinary fibrations. 
(6.1) Definition. Let F be a fibrant object in Top u with each F n of the homotopy 
type of a CW-complex. Let J~'~CTop m be the subcategory whose objects are 
fibrant towers equivalent to F in Ho(Top N) and whose morphisms are equivalences 
in Ho(TopN), or equivalently global homotopy equivalences. The use of JZ" sug- 
gests fiber equivalence. 
Then ( Jd ;F )  is a category of fibers. In Top, Jd'~-fibrations are also Hurewicz 
fibrations [12]. This implication is by no means clear in Top N. Since our goal is the 
classification of Hurewicz fibrations, we avoid this problem as follows. 
(6.2) Definition. An Jd~-fibration is an ida-space n : E-- ,B which satisfies the ~/;- 
CHP and which is a Hurewicz fibration at each level. 
We now relate Jd'~-fibrations, and their classification up to suitable equivalence, 
to Hurewicz fibrations and their classification. 
Fix, once and for all, a path connected tower BcTop  m of locally contracti- 
ble spaces, such that each B n is connected. Two J~"-fibrations over B are called 
elementary equivalent if there is an J~"-map over B from one to the other. 
Equivalence of J~-fibrations is generated by elementary equivalence. 
The following lemma allows one to pass from global fibers to levelwise fibers. 
(6.3) Lemma. Let n: E~B be an Jd'-space with each level n,, : En--,Bn be a fibra- 
tion. Then the fiber o f  nn is homotopy equivalent o F~ for  each n. 
Proof. Since lim{Bn} is nonempty, one may choose points bn~B,, such that {bn} 
represents an element of lim B n. The conclusion follows easily. [] 
(6.4) Proposition. Let n :E~B be a (Hurewicz) fibration in Top u and let 
F=n- l (b )  for  some single point system bcB.  Then n is an (Jd;F)-fibration. 
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Proof. By the discussion following Diagram (2.5), F and all other fibers are fibrant. 
Also n is an .~-d~-space b cause of the littmg property (2.13) and path-connectivity 
of B. Referring to diagram (5.1), the covering homotopy H exists by the global CHP 
for n. Since n is a levelwise fibration and since H is a levelwise lift, H restricts to 
a homotopy equivalence at each level on each fiber. Thus H is an ,~-~"-map as 
required. [] 
The converse to Proposition (6.4) seems difficult to prove. However, one can 
avoid it by the following argument. 
(6.5) Lemma. Let n : E~B be an J~'-fibration. Then F2n :F2E~B is a Hurewicz 
fibration ,~d'-equivalent to n. 
Proof. There is a natural map ~:E--'F2E over B, and F2 n:F2E~B is a Hurewicz 
fibration. Since E and F2E are Hurewicz fibrations at each level, each 
~,7 :En-'F2E, is an equivalence of fibrations over Bn and hence a fiberwise equi- 
valence. Thus F2E is an ~7'-space and ~ is an ,~6~'-equivalence, as required. [] 
(6.6) Lemma. I f  n :E~B and n': E' ~B are equivalent ,~"-fibrations over B, then 
F2 n and F2 n" are equiw, lent Hurewicz fibrations over B. 
Proof. Let f :  E-- ,D be an elementary ,Y~'~-equivalence over B, and consider the com- 
mutative diagram 
f 
E ,D  
1 F2f 
F2E , D 
Since the vertical arrows restrict o equivalences on fibers, and since f is an ~-~"-map, 
it follows that F2f is an equivalence on fibers, and hence a fiberwise homotopy 
equivalence by the Dold theorem. Induction over elementary equivalences now gives 
the result. [] 
(6.7) Proposition. Equivalence classes of  ,~'-fibrations over B correspond bijective- 
ly to equivalence classes of  Hurewicz fibrations with fiber F over B. (The collection 
of equivalence classes of J~"-fibrations will be seen to form a set by the Classi- 
fication Theorem in Section 9.) 
Proof. Denote the collection of equivalence classes of .~dJ-fibrations by ~'.~6"(F), and 
made of Hurewicz fibrations by ~:~(F). Then Lemma (6.6) shows that F 2 induces 
a well-defined map F2 : ~:~' (F)~ <.~(F) while Lemma (6.5) shows that F2 is a split 
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monomorphism (of sets). Finally, Proposition (6.4) shows that F2 is epic since F z 
induces the identity on d;~(F). [] 
By Proposition (6.7), it will suffice for our classification program to classify 
(.~z~, F)-fibrations over suitable B, and to use F2 to pass to Hurewicz fibrations. 
7. Quasifibrations and principalization 
A two-stage F-construction is needed to study quasifibrations. 
(7.1) Construction. Let .~/{ denote the Moore path-space construction in Top (see, 
e.g., [12]). For any map n :E~B in Top N, define a map Fin :F IE~B by applying 
~// levelwise. This replaces n by an equivalent levelwise fibration. 
Let Fn : FE ~ B be obtained by applying F 2 of (2.6) to Fl. This yields a diagram 
/2 
E ,F IE  >F e 
(7.2) Definition. An (,:~"-) space rr : E- - ,B  in Top u is an (:-~'-) quasifibration if it 
is a quasifibration at each level. 
The following lemma insures that ,J'-/;-quasifibrations behave correctly after 
gammafication. 
(7.3) Lemma. Let rt : E~B be an Jd'-quasifibration. Then 
(i) F,~ : FE--+ B is an J,d"-fibration, 
(ii) /t : E~FE is an Jd'-rnap over B, and 
(iii) F takes <J.6'~-maps between Jrd"-quasifibrations to .~?;'-rnaps. 
Proof.  Part (i) and (ii) follow from Lemma (6.5), since the argument used there 
works equally well for rr a quasifibration. For part (iii), let f :  E~E'  be an .~;'-map. 
The conclusion follows immediately by restricting the square 
f 
E ~E' 
r f  
FE  , FE'  
to a typical fiber, giving an ,~:-map Ff :  FE--*FE' of J~-quasifibrations. [] 
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We now describe the construction of associated principal objects. 
(7.4) Definition. Let n :E--*B be an ,~"-space in Top N. Define P(n):P(E)--,B in 
Top N as follows. 
Let P(E)n be space of diagrams 
f. 
F. ,E. 
1 
I f0 
F0 'E0 
where fj maps Fj to a fiber Fj' of rtj:Ej --, Bj via an equivalence for each j. P(E). is 
topologized as a subspace of the product of function spaces H~=0Map(Fj, Ej). 
Natural bonding maps P(E)n+I--'P(E). are induced by projection, and natural 
maps P(r0n : P(E). ~B.  send fn to the point ft. °fn(F.). 
The fibers of P(n) are modelled using an analogous construction. Define G. to 
be the space of finite towers 
~n F. ,F. 
~0 
F0 'F0 
with each ej a homotopy equivalence, topologized similarly. Let G = {Gn } be the 
resulting tower, where bonding maps are induced by projection. 
(7.5) Lemma. ,~d'(F,F)=lim{Gn}, and each Gn is a grouplike monoid under com- 
position. 
Proof. The conclusions hold since F is fibrant. [] 
(7.6) Lemma. G is fibrant. 
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Proof. Fix n, and consider a commutative solid-arrow diagram (lifting problem) 
A x0  ' Gn+ 1 
i 
I 
f 
f 
11  
Ax I  ) G n 
We shall construct the indicated filler H. 
The lifting problem determines via restriction and adjunction a diagram 
A xOXFn+l  
f 
I 
i 
I 
s 
I 
A x IxFn+I  
\ 
K 
) 
) Fn+i 
f .  
/ 
A x lxF , ,  
Since F is fibrant, the filler / (  exists. For each aeA and te l ,  the three maps 
kl{a}xOxF.+l, the inclusion {a}xOxF ,+ lc_{a}x lxF~+l ,  and K l '{a}x  
{t} xFn+l -->F,~+ l are homotopy equivalences. 
By adjointness, /~ induces a map A x I~G,+I ,  which is the required filler 
H. [] 
(7.7) Lemma. I f  z~" E~B is an (Jd';F)-fibration and a Hurewicz fibration, then 
POt) "P(E)-+B is a ( ~J~'; G)-quasifibration. ((~d'; G) is defined analogously with 
( :7d',F)). 
Proof. It suffices to show that P(rt) is a fibration at each level since P(rt) is easily 
seen to be a ~J~"-space. Given a commutative solid-arrow diagram 
AxO 
i 
i 
AXI  
i 
I 
i 
H 
, P(E)n I" [ 
) B n 
construct the required filler/-1 as follows. In this proof, for any tower T, let T' 
der_~te the tower with 
, r~n.  
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By adjointness, the original lifting problem determines a new lifting problem 
K 
A x lxF '  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ E" 
AxOxF '  p" 
Ax lx*  I ' B' 
-,, / 
AxOx,  
To construct the filler K it suffices to show that p ' :  E'--.B' is an (.Y'~', F')-fibration. 
Since p is a Hurewicz fibration, so is p', by construction. By Proposition (6.4), p '  
is a (J '~',F')-f ibration, as required. 
Finally, the definition of G and the fact that rt is an (,%~;, F)-space imply that P(zt) 
is a (~,'d', G)-space. [] 
(7.8) Remark. The hypothesis that n is a Hurewicz fibration can be easily satisfied 
in practice by replacing n with Fn if necessary. Lemma (6.5) implies that n and Fn 
are equivalent (Jt;, F)-fibrations. 
8. Construction of classifying towers 
We shall construct classifying towers in Top N by realizing simplicial bar con- 
structions in Top N, see Bousfield and Kan [18] and [12, Section 7]. 
Because the geometric realization is functorial, it prolongs to a levelwise 
geometric realization functor from (simplicial objects in Top) N to Top N. 
We now describe monoids in Top N. Recall that the product in Top N is given by 
{X,} x { Y,} = {X. × Y,}, with the evident induced bonding maps. A monoid G in 
Top u is a tower G with a levelwise, unital, associative multiplication ~: G × G-->G 
such that the bonding maps are monoid morphisms (the one-point system 
{e,} c G, is the unit). G is grouplike if each G, is grouplike under ~,. A monoid 
G acts on a tower X from the right (resp., left) if there is a levelwise, unital, 
associative 'action' X x G ~X (resp., G x X~X) .  
Let G be a monoid in Top N with a right action on X and a left action on Y. 
Following [12, Section 7], one may form the two-sided simplicial bar construction. 
by taking 
B,(X,  G, Y) over Top N 
B,,(X, G, Y) =X× G n x Y 
with face and degeneracy morphisms as in [12]. 
Let B(X, G, Y) denote the geometric realization of B,(X,  G, Y). In particular, at 
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each level, B(X, G, Y),  = B(Xn, G,, Yn), the geometric realization of the usual two- 
sided bar construction. 
(8.1) Examples. Let (.~', F)  be a category of fibers and G be the associated grouplike 
monoid in Top N constructed in Section 6. There are two-sided bar constructions 
(i) B(,, G, ,), 
(ii) B(,, G,F), 
(iii) B(P(E), G, 
(iv) B(P(E), G, 
where • is a one-point system with trivial action, 
where G acts on F by levelwise valuation, 
• ), where G acts on P(E) by composition, and 
F), combining (ii) and (iii), above. 
(8.2). Lemma. I f  G br grouplike, then the projections p : B(X, G, Y)--, B(X, G, *) and 
q : B(X, G, Y)-~B(,, G, Y) are quasifibrations. 
Proof. Since quasifibrations are defined levelwise, and B(X, G, Y)n = B(X., G., Y.), 
this follows from [12, 7-6]. 
(8.3) Lemma. Let F= {F,} be a tower of  spaces of  the homotopy of  finite CW- 
complexes. Then each G, has the homotopy type of  a CW-complex. 
Proof. Since G is fibrant, it suffices by Stasheff's theorem [15] to prove by induc- 
tion that Go and the fibers of the fibrations G n--~G n_ 1 over each component in 
G,_I have the homotopy type of CW-complexes. For Go this follows from 
Milnor's theorem [13] on mapping spaces of CW-complexes. 
Now fix component C of G n_ 1, and let c e C. Then the fiber of G, ~ Gn- l over 
c consists of all maps f :  F,--,F,, such that the diagram 
f F. ,F. 
v 
F,_ I  
commutes, where g is the bonding map v followed by the restriction of c to F n_ I. 
Consider the induced fibration 
v, : Map(Fn,Fn)-~ Map(Fn,F,_ l), 
and let D be the component of Map(Fn, Fn_ 1) containing . It suffices to show that 
the fiber of v, above D has the homotopy type of a CW-complex. By [13], D and 
v,~(D) have the homotopy type of CW-complexes. Therefore, so does the fiber of 
v,, by [15]. The conclusion follows. [] 
Consequently, all of the examples in (8.1) are realizations of simplicial objects 
over Top N formed of spaces of the homotopy type of CW-complexes. Thus, as in 
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[12], each two-sided bar construction in (8.1) has the homotopy type of a tower of 
CW-complexes. 
We conclude this section with several technical lemmas. 
(8.4) Lemma. Let p " B(X, G, F)--* B(X, G, *) be the quasifibration defined in Lemma 
(5.2). Then there is a natural isomorphism in Top N 
P(B(X, G, F ) )~ B(X, G, G). 
Proof. Observe that P(B(X, G, F)) consists of maps 
F,, ' B(X, G,F)n= B(X,,, G,,,F,,) 
1 1 1 
G 0 
F o , B(X, G, F)o = B(X o, Go,F o) 
which map fibers via equivalences. Define a map ¢ :P(B(X, G, F))~---'B(X, G, G)~ as 
follows. Assume that an(Fn)C {[x[gl, . . .  ,gin]f, t ]} ,  where xeX~,  gi e Gn, feF~ and 
tea  m. Then the maps ai determine an element g of G,,. Let O(a0,.. . ,a~)= 
[x[gl,...,gm]g, t]. This defines the required homeomorphism. [] 
(8.5) Lemma. Let rt :E---,B be an J~'-fibration. 
diagram 
B(P(E), G, F) , E 
86,  1 
B(P(E), G, ,) , B 
Then there is a commutative 
in which g is a weak equivalence. 
Proof. The required maps e and g are defined levelwise. At each level n, the map 
en : B(P(E), G,F)n = B(P(E)n, Gn,F,)--'E~, is induced from the composite 
evaluations 
F n × (Map(Fn,Fn)) k × Map(Fn,En)~En. 
The maps gn are induced from en because n preserves fibers. See [12]. 
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To show that g is an equivalence, first apply the principalization functor P to 
diagram (8.6) obtaining a commutative diagram 
(8.7) 
B(P(E), (3, G) = P(B(P(E), G:F)) 
B(P(E), G, ,) 
P(e) 
, P (E )  
,B 
The indicated isomorphism comes from Lemma (8.4). The composite map 
B(P(E), G, G)~P(E)  is a levelwise deformation retraction, hence a levelwise equi- 
valence. In addition, the map P(e) is an J,d'-map, and thus an equivalence on each 
fiber. The result now follows from the exact sequence of a (levelwise) quasifibration 
and the five-lemma. (Note that a levelwise map which induces a levelwise qui- 
valence on homotopy groups is a weak equivalence in TopN.) 
(8.8) Remarks. Diagram (8.7) shows that the map P(B(P(E), G,F))~B(P(E), G, ,) 
is an Y/d=quasifibration. Similarly, the map P(B(.,G,F))~B(,,G,.))  is an ~ ' -  
quasifibration. We shall use this result in Section 9. 
(8.9) Lemma. Let n" E--,B be a Hurewicz fibration in Top N with B fibrant. Then 
E and each fiber of  n are fibrant. 
Proof. This is a standard fact in model categories [14] because the class of fibrations 
is closed under composition and pullbacks. [] 
In our proof of the classification theorem, we shall need to replace fibrations by 
fibrations over fibrant towers. For any tower X, let KX denote the equivalent 
fibrant tower obtained by applying F2 to the map X~. .  
(8.10) Lemma. Let B be fibrant, and let n : E ~B be an .'~=fibration and a Hurewicz 
fibration. Then there are .~'-maps 
/LI I 17 t 
E ,FEE F2E ,E  
and 
IJ q 
B , KB  KB , B 
in addition, all horizontal maps are homotopy equivalences. 
Proof. The existence of the first diagram follows from construction of KB and fac- 
torization of the composite map E-~B---,KB. Since a and/~' are weak equivalences 
and all spaces are fibrant, they are also homotopy equivalences. 
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To construct he second diagram, recall that p is also a cofibration by construc- 
tion, let q:KB ~B be a retraction, and form the lifting problem 
E ,E  
u' v'-" 
/ 
/ 
. , , /  
F2E , B 
7 
KB 
The indicated filler exists because p'  is a trivial cofibration. 
By construction, p '  and r/' restrict o equivalences on fibers, and are therefore ,~-  
maps. 
9. Classifying fibrations in Top N 
We prove the classification theorem (Theorem A) for suitable fibrations in 
Top N. 
Let ~',~d"(B) denote the collection of .~'-equivalence lasses of J~'-fibrations over 
in B in Top u. 
For Y fibrant in Top N (all objects in Top N are cofibrant), let IX, Y] denote 
homotopy classes of maps from X to Y in Top N. 
Let BG denote B(,, G, ,). 
(9.1) Theorem. Let B= {Bn} be a fibrant, path-connected tower in which each B n 
has the hornotopy type of  a path-connected CW-complex. Then there is an iso- 
morphism ~ : /;.~;(B)= [B, KBG]. 
Proof. We are now ready to follow May's proof for classification of fibrations in 
Top [12], adding the requisite technical devices. 
(a) Definition of q~. let n:E~B represent an element of ~;~'(B). Form the com- 
mutative diagram 
E,  FE ~ 
B" 
Fe 
FB(P(E), G, F ) 
a, ,) 
, FB(,, G, F) 
' B(*, G, ,) 
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Passing to fibrant objects yields a commutative diagram 
E , FEE, F2FE, FzFB(P(E), G,F) 
B , KB ,  KB(P(E), G, ,) 
, F2 FB(,, G, F)  
, KB( , ,  G, *) 
in which K£ is a weak equivalence and all vertical arrows are fibrations. Since the 
domain and range of Kg are fibrant towers of spaces of the homotopy type of CW- 
complexes, Kg admits a homotopy inverse g:KB--*KB(P(E), G, .). 
Then the required map ~(n) is given by the composite 
B ~ KB---,KB(P(E), G, F )~KBG.  
(b) Definition of  ~ (candidate for  ¢9-1). Given a map f :  B~KBG in Top N, let 
gJ(f) be the fibration over B obtained by pulling back the universal fibration 
p:GFB( , ,  G,F)--,KB(,, G, ,) 
over f. Standard arguments how that ~ is well-defined on homotopy classes. 
(c) Proof that 7'~ = 1. Form the diagram of ,~-,/;-fibrations 
E ~ 
B,  
F2 E ' F2 FE ' 
KB , KB 
I-'2FB(P(E), G,F) [° 
, KB(P(E), G, ,) 
, g*(q) , F2FB(P(E), G, F)  
g g 
, KB 
, F2FB(,, G,F) 
1 
, KB(P(E); G, ,) , KB(., G, .) = KBG 
By definition of g and r/, the composite map rlgg : KB ~B is homotopic to r/. This 
homotopy may be lifted to an Jg'-map g*(q)--,E over r/. Since r/is a weak homotopy 
equivalence n and ~(n)  are equivalent by Dold's theorem (4.1) for Top N. Thus 
~¢, = 1, as required. 
(d) Proof that ~= 1. Given f :  B-*KBG, form the following diagram. 
B_'_ . . . . . .  ~ KB(P(f*FB( ,, G,F)), G, X )  
g 
KBG , 
Kp' 
, KBG 
KB(P(FB(,, G, F)), G, ,) 
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By (8.5), both maps g are weak equivalences, hence global homotopy equivalences 
because all towers are fibrant. 
In addition, the natural map FP(B(,, G,F))--*P(FB(., G,F)) over BG is an ,%~,'- 
map of quasifibrations (see (7.6, 8.8)), hence a levelwise weak equivalence. It follows 
that P(FB(,, G, F)) is acyclic at each level, since P(B(., G, F))= B(,, G, G) is acyclic 
at each level. Since p is a quasifibration with acyclic fiber, hence a levelwise weak 
equivalence and global equivalence, q~u is an automorphism of [B, KBG]. Since 
~uq~ =1, q~u= 1 also, as required. 
This completes the proof of the classification theorem for Top N. 
I0. Classifying fibrations in pro-Top 
We now prove Theorem B, our classification theorem for fibrations in pro-Top. 
It is first necessary to define two categories. 
Let F denote a fibrant, path-connected ower of spaces of the homotopy type 
of path-connected CW-complexes. L t J~" (= .~z~(*) as defined in (6.1)) denote 
category consisting of all fibrant towers equivalent to F in Ho(pro-Top), in which 
the morphisms are pro-homotopy equivalences. Define a subcategory J / ; '  as folows. 
,~" has the same objects as ,~/;. Morphisms in .;¢~"' are diagrams of the form 
F' ~F*--.F" 
where F* is cofinal in P (cf. [1, Appendix], [5, Ch. 2]) and F*--*F is a morphism 
in .~'. 
(10.1) Lemma. A map F' ~F" in .~ '  induces a map KB(., G(F'), *)--,KB(,, G(F"), ,) 
in Ho(pro-Top). Furthermore, this defines a functor .'Y/;" ~ Ho(pro-Top). 
Proof. The cofinal inclusion F*C F '  induces a natural map G(F')~ G(F*) by restric- 
tion. The conclusion follows. [] 
(10.2) Theorem B. For any tower B of spaces of the homotopy type of CW- 
complexes of uniformly bounded imension, there is a natural bijection between 
pro-equivalence classes of fibrations (in pro-Top) over B with fiber F, and 
colim ~, { Ho(pro-Top)(B, KB(,, G(F'), ,)) }. 
Proof. (a) Definition ¢. g',~d'(B)~colim ~z,{Ho(pro-Top)(B, KB(,, G(F), *))}, Let 
p:E~B be a fibration in pro-Top with fiber pro-equivalent to F. Then the F- 
fication of p,p"  FE--*B is a fibration in Top u with fiber F '  pro-equivalent to F 
E ~FE' 
\ / ,  
B 
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and p and p '  are fiber homotopy equivalent in pro-Top. By Theorem A, p '  is 
classified by a map, denoted ~'(p ' ) :B~KB( , ,  G(F), .). This defines a map 
q~(p) : B ~col im z~, {KB(,, G(F), *)} 
by composition. 
We now must show that the map ~(p) is well defined. To do this, now let 
p ' :E '~B be another fibration in pro-Top, fiber homotopy equivalent o p in 
Ho(pro-Top). Since all objects in pro-Top are cofibrant, this equivalence can be 
realized by a commutative diagram in pro-Top 
f 
E , E'  
\ /  
B 
By reindexing E and E', if necessary, we may assume that f ,  p, and p '  are level- 
preserving maps (note however that f need not be an equivalence in Ho(TopN)). 
Factor f as a levelwise cofibration j followed by a levelwise trivial fibration n. 
S incef  is a pro-equivalence, so is j .  We then have a commutative diagram of level- 
preserving maps in which the 'vertical' maps are fibrations in Ho(pro-Top). 
E ' ~E" ,E" 
B 
Next form the lifting problem in pro-Top 
E ,E  
j h ; t  [ , P 
s" 
/ 
p" o zt 
E" ,B  
Since j is a trivial cofibration in pro-Top and p is a fibration in pro-Top, the in- 
dicated filler h exists in pro-Top. 
Reindexing E and E" if necessary so that j preserves levels, h decreases levels by 
one, and hj is the appropriate bonding map at each level yields a diagram 
~ En + 1 ~ Enl+ 1 > E n ~... 
"'" ~ Bn  + 1 ' Bn  + 1 ~ Bn ~ " ' "  
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This defines a third fibration in pro-Top p*:E*--*B, after F-fication. Let F* 
denote the fiber of p*. This construction is a fibered version of a standard blending 
argument in pro-homotopy [5, Ch. 5; 6]. 
Let ~'(p*)  classify p* in Top 'v. We obtain a commutative diagram 
KB(,, G(F), ,) 
c1,( p * ) 
B 
~ strict 
KB(,, G(F*NF), ,) 
restrict 
KB(,, G(F*), ,) 
k~estrict 
KB(,, G(F*OF'), ,) 
///~estrict 
KB(,, G(F'), ,) 
where q~'(-) classifies the fibration - in Top N. Thus q~'(p) and qS'(p') are 
equivalent in colim i/,{Ho(pro-Top)(B, K(*, G(F'), *)}, as required. 
(b) Definition of  q~ (candidate for qb - 1). Let f :  B~KB( , ,  G(F'), ,) be a map 
in Ho(pro-Top). Since KB(,,G(F'), ,) is fibrant (and B is cofibrant), f may 
be realized by a map in pro-Top. Reindex B if necessary to replace this map 
by a levelwise map f ' :B  ~KB(, ,  G(F'), ,). Now let ~u(f) be the pro-equivalence 
class of fibrations in (9.1(b)). It is easy to check that ~ is well-defined on 
colim ~,, { Ho(pro-Top)(B, KB(,, G(F'), ,)) }. 
(c) Proof that ~'¢ = 1. Let p:  E--,B be a pro-fibration with fibre pro-homotopy 
equivalent to F. Recall that ¢(p) was constructed by classifying a pro-equivalent 
fibration p'  in Top N. Since ~¢(p ' )  is equivalent o p'  as levelwise fibrations 
(9. l(c)), the claim follows. 
(d) Proof that q~= 1. Analogously, ~ was defined by first passing to Top N. 
One may again appeal to the classification theorem (9.1(d)) for Top N. 
This completes the proof of Theorem B. 
11. Classifying shape fibrations 
Two partial classification results for shape fibrations, Theorems C and D, follow 
almost immediately from the classification theorem for pro-Top, Theorem B. We 
give their proofs in this section. 
Following [7], we shall say that two shape fibrations p :E--,B and p ' :  E '~B are 
equivalent if representations of p as lim{ Pn "En ~Bn} and p'  as lim{ p~ "En--+B,,} 
as in Theorem (1.2) yield equivalent (in Ho(pro-Top/B)) towers of fibrations. Note 
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that {p,,} and {p~,} need not be fibrations, but may be replaced by global 
Hurewicz fibrations well-defined in Ho(pro-Top). Theorem B (Theorem (10.1)) thus 
implies the following. 
(11.1) Theorem C. Partial classification of shape fibrations. Let P be a strong shape 
path-connected compact metric space, and let F be the fibrant tower obtained by 
applying k to a tower of compact, path-connected compact ANR "s with limit F. Let 
B be a compact metric space, and let B = {Bn } be a tower of compact ANR's with 
limit B. Then there is a natural map from equivalence classes of  shape fibrations 
over B with fiber P and colim~:,{Ho(pro-Top)(B, KB(,, G(F'), ,)}, defined as in 
Theorem (10.1). 
(11.2) Remarks. The towers F and B are well defined in Ho(pro-Top), and the con- 
clusion is independent of the choice of B and F. Compare the proof of Theorem 
B in Section 10. 
We do not know whether Theorem C extends to a complete classification theorem 
for shape fibrations. In particular, every shape fibration is the limit of a sequence 
of fibrations of compact spaces, and in general, the pullback of the 'universal fibra- 
tion' FEB(*, G, F)~KB(, ,  G, ,) over a tower of compact spaces need not be itself a 
tower of compact spaces. 
(11.3) Proof of Theorem C. By [7], equivalence classes of shape fibrations over B 
with fiber/v are map injectively to pro-equivalence lasses of fibrations over B with 
fiber F. The conclusion follows from Theorem (10.1). 
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